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in BINDER chambers
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> For laboratory team leader Markus Rübekeil, it is important that his tests run without
interruptions. He claims that the BINDER chambers guarantee him just that.
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Using climate chambers
The Schreiner Group is also known for
developing special labels for the pharmaceutical industry. The markings on
injections, for example, need to be able to
withstand factors such as heat, cold, and
liquid. To show that the labels themselves
can still be read, even if extreme situations like this occur, the laboratory team
leader uses BINDER climate chambers.
The testing elements – in other words,
labels with parts of documentation – are
stored over a long period of time at 40°C
and 85% relative humidity and demon-

> In the medical sector, everything needs to be that bit more precise – after all,
it is a life-or-death situation. Labels on injections must therefore be legible in all
circumstances. This is tested in BINDER chambers.
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Advantages of constant climate chambers
Advantages:
• Homogeneous climate conditions thanks
to APT.line™ preheating chamber
• Automatic water and waste water management
• Responsive steam humidification
• Internal data logger
Areas of application:
• Pharmacy
• Automotive
• Printing and packaging industry
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Tel. +49 (0) 7462 2005-0 | www.binder-world.com

> KBF 240 model
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Inquire now without obligation

